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CONCLUSION | Minerva’s knowledge engineering technology brings money-saving efficiency to the mining industry

Minerva is a Knowledge Engineering company.
We deliver the benefits of Artificial Intelligence technology to industries
dependent on reasoning with complex technical and scientific data.
Our technology is built on human semantics. It combines machine intelligence
with human intelligence to reach conclusions faster than possible by humans
alone, together with the explanations needed for trust in the results.
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: List of Presentations
1. Introduction
•

5 min

Clinton Smyth, CTO, Minerva Intelligence Inc.

2. Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations
and applications in geology (and medicine)
•

Professor David Poole; University of British Columbia

3. AI and Semantics
•

15 min

Clinton Smyth

4. INSPIRE Semantics
•

15 min

Clinton Smyth

5. INSPIRE and AI
•

5 min

Clinton Smyth

INSPIRE as a framework for AI applications: a landslide example
•

15 min

Matthew Harrison, Director of Data Services & Computer Infrastructure, BRGM

6. Questions and Conclusion
•

15 min

Dr. Gio Roberti, Section Head, Natural Hazards, Minerva Intelligence Inc.

INSPIRE and the Development of Global Geoscience Interoperability
•

15 min

5 min

Clinton Smyth
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INSPIRE & AI| INTRODUCTION
1. Types of AI
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

There are many types of AI
Machine Learning (ML) has been enjoying the limelight for the last decade
The limitations to ML are increasingly being reported
Semantics and Probability are the bridging technologies between ML and Cognitive AI
This presentation is primarily about Knowledge Representation and Cognitive AI
Cognitive AI applications must be able to explain their conclusions to be trustworthy

2. Knowledge Representation and Semantic Networks
i.
ii.

Instances Descriptions (with True or False)
Concept Descriptions (with Probability)

3. Example Use Cases of Reasoning about Concepts and Instances
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Medical Diagnosis: Instance to Concept comparison
Mineral Exploration: Concept to Instance comparison
Search for a person in a crowd: Instance to Instance comparison
Taxonomic Research: Model to Model comparison

www.minervaintelligence.com

INSPIRE & AI

4 June, 2020
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: There are many types of Artificial Intelligence

“Although there could be a push towards the use of
machine learning to carry out geological modelling and
resource estimation in the future, it poses some clear
risks.
Firstly, data isn’t necessarily fit for purpose and how will
this be picked up?
Secondly, there’s the issue of data bias. The need for the
expert who understands the data chain and decision
making processes from early data acquisition through to
interpretation remains integral.*”

7
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Machine Learning ….
Unsupervised Machine Learning

Supervised Machine Learning

Currently enjoying the limelight
www.minervaintelligence.com

INSPIRE & AI
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Machine Learning Challenges

23 authors on this paper dealing
with machine learning about
mineral deposits and no attention
given to how machines can explain
to their users how they reach their
exploration conclusions.

29 concepts are
mentioned on this
page. For example:
Cu, till, fault,
mineralisation, etc.
Figure 17. Schematic map of Highland Valley area showing preliminary footprint components and vectors observed at all deposits. Ab:
albite, Act: actinolite, Bn: bornite, Bt: biotite, Ccp: chalcopyrite, Chl: chlorite, Ep: epidote, Kln: Kaolinite, Ksp: K feldspar

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Machine Learning Challenges …
Machine Learning needs Semantics to explain itself
“Although there could be a push towards the use of
machine learning to carry out geological modelling and
resource estimation in the future, it poses some clear
risks.

Machine Learning also needs (Bayesian) statistics to
explain itself

Firstly, data isn’t necessarily fit for purpose and how will
this be picked up?
Secondly, there’s the issue of data bias. The need for the
expert who understands the data chain and decision
making processes from early data acquisition through to
interpretation remains integral.*”

Screenshot of a Knowledge Entry user
interface that enables domain experts to
express the diagnosticity of concept property
values in relation to their prior probabilities.
Rebooting AI, published September, 2019

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: This presentation is primarily about Knowledge Representation and Cognitive AI
Very large volumes of human learning (knowledge) are available for
expression on computers and use in problem solving - “Cognitive AI”

Semantic Networks (a kind of knowledge graph)
are useful structures for storing knowledge.

Semantic Networks describing four different mines.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
www.minervaintelligence.com

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_network
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Cognitive AI applications must explain their conclusions to be trustworthy

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Explainable AI – must use same terminology as in scientific literature

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION:

Instances Descriptions (with True/Present or False/Absent)

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION:

Concept (Model) Descriptions (with Probability/Frequency)

www.minervaintelligence.com
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Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Probabilistic reasoning with complex
heterogeneous observations and applications in
geology (and medicine)
David Poole
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Semantic Science

David Poole

Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Motivation
AI studies what agents should do. Acting is gambling: agents
who don’t use probabilities will lose to those who do.
We want to use evidence-based hypotheses using best data.
Consider predicting the effect of a treatment on a particular
patient in a GP’s office. Information is:
heterogenous
provided because it is unusual (not sampled at random)
at multiple levels of abstraction, in terms of more general or
less general terms
at multiple level of detail, in terms of parts and subparts

No prediction is certain: never believe anyone who gives
definitive predictions!

2

David Poole

Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Example: Medicine

PubMed comprises over 24 million citations for biomedical
literature. 10,000 added each week.
IBM’s Watson (and others) propose to read the literature to
provide “evidence-based” advice for specific patients.
Can we do better than: data −→ hypotheses −→ research
papers −→ (mis)reading −→ clinical practice?
Wouldn’t it be better to have the research published in
machine readable form?
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Example: Geology
Geologists know they need to make decisions under
uncertainty
Geologists know they need ontologies
Geological “observations” are published by the geological
surveys of counties and states/provinces and globally
(onegeology.org)
Geological hypotheses are published in research journals.
We built systems for mineral exploration and landslide
prediction, represented the hypotheses of hundreds of research
papers, and matched them on thousands of descriptions of
interesting places
[Work with Clinton Smyth and others at Minerva Intelligence]
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Semantic Science
Ontologies represent the
meaning of symbols.
World

Data
Training
Data
New
Cases
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Ontologies

Observational data
describes world using
symbols defined in ontology.
Hypotheses make
predictions on data.

Hypotheses/
Theories
Models →
Predictions

David Poole

Data used to evaluate
hypotheses.
Hypotheses used for
predictions on new cases.
All evolve in time.

Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Ontologies

In philosophy, ontology the study of existence.
In CS, an ontology is a (formal) specification of the meaning
of the vocabulary used in an information system.
Ontologies are needed so that information sources can
inter-operate at a semantic level.
SNOMED-CT is a medical ontology with 311,000 concepts (in
multiple languages)
Our geology ontology has 6022 minerals + 266 rocks in a
”simplified” rock taxonomy + time + . . .
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Ontologies
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Main Components of an Ontology

Main Components of an Ontology
Individuals: the entities in the world
(not usually specified as part of the ontology)
Classes: sets of (potential) individuals
Properties: between individuals and their values

hIndividual, Property , Valuei triples are universal
representations of relations.
In a relational model the values can be meaningless names (of
individuals). It is the properties of the named individual that
matters.
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Data
Real data is messy!
Multiple levels of abstraction
Multiple levels of detail
Uses the vocabulary from many ontologies: rocks, minerals,
top-level ontology,. . .
Rich meta-data:
Who collected each datum? (identity and credentials)
Who transcribed the information?
What was the protocol used to collect the data? (Chosen at
random or chosen because interesting?)
What were the controls — what was manipulated, when?
What sensors were used? What is their reliability and
operating range?

Errors, forgeries, . . .
11
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Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Example Data, Slope

[Gio Roberti, Clinton Smyth, Minerva Intelligence]
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Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Example Data, Geology

[Gio Roberti, Clinton Smyth, Minerva Intelligence]
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Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Hypotheses make predictions on data

Hypotheses are programs that make predictions on data.
To be useful for decision making, predictions should be
probabilistic.
−→ probabilistic programs
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Example Prediction from a Hypothesis (Soil Slide)

[Gio Roberti, Clinton Smyth, Minerva Intelligence]
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Motivation Semantic Science

Ontologies Data Hypotheses

Random Variables and Triples
Reconcile:
random variables (RVs) of probability theory
individuals, classes, properties of modern ontologies

Property R is functional means
hx, R, y1 i and hx, R, y2 i implies y1 = y2 .
For functional properties:
random variable for each hindividual, property i pair,
range of the RV is range of the property.
E.g., if Height is functional, hbuilding 17, Heighti is a RV.
For non-functional properties:
Boolean RV for each hindividual, property , valuei triple.
E.g., if YearRestored is non-functional
hbuilding 17, YearRestored, 1988i is a Boolean RV.
17
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Motivation Semantic Science

Semantic Science

Governments are publishing data with rich ontologies.
Journals are forcing authors to publish data.
Idea: also publish hypotheses that make (probabilistic)
predictions
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Probabilistic reasoning with complex heterogeneous observations

Motivation Semantic Science

Semantic Matching

Given a model, find most likely instances given the model:
What location most likely has cobalt?
Which people are most likely to have COVID-19?
Given an instance, find the most likely models:
What minerals might be on my plot of land?
What is wrong with this patient?
Instance to instance matching:
What other plot of land is most like this one?
What other patients are like this one?
Model to model matching:
What other model is like the COVID-19 model?
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Motivation Semantic Science

Often not a “big data” problem
This is often not a “big data” problem
For all resource minerals put together, there are less than ten
thousand known high-grade deposits.
With 100,000 clinical findings in SNOMED-CT, for almost
every pair of diseases or symptoms, there is no one in the
world with that pair of diseases or pair of symptoms.
The models are typically complex causal models, built
modularly. Causal models cannot be constructed from
observational data alone.
If your tools requires millions of examples, they will not be
applicable.
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Motivation Semantic Science

Conclusion

Semantic science is a way to develop and deploy knowledge
about how the world works.
Scientists (and others) develop models that refer to
standardized ontologies and make predictions for new cases.
The models can be deployed all over the world — wherever we
have data that is in the right format.
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Semantic Science
Ontologies represent the
meaning of symbols.
World

Data
Training
Data
New
Cases
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Ontologies

Observational data is
published.
Hypotheses make
predictions on data.

Hypotheses/
Theories
Models →
Predictions

David Poole

Data used to evaluate
hypotheses.
Hypotheses used for
predictions on new cases.
All evolve in time.
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS
1. Linguistics, Semantic Networks and AI
i.
ii.

Definitions
Ontologies and UML; Semantic Networks and Relational Databases

2. Learning and Recording Knowledge depend on Semantics
i.
ii.
iii.

Human Learning - Centuries of Relevant Documented Knowledge
Machine Learning - Can Generate Relevant New Knowledge
Combining Human-Learned and Machine-learned Knowledge

3. Communicating Knowledge depends on Semantics
i.
ii.
iii.

Human to Human Communication
Computer to Computer Communication
Human <–> Computer Communication - The heart of Explainable AI

4. Useful things for AI developers and users to know about Semantics
i.
ii.
iii.

AI applications can use the (well-defined) words in data sets to carry out reasoning
Ontologies specify how words in data sets can be used during reasoning*
Ontologies are built from Taxonomies and Partonomies, which are different knowledge
structures, and which have very different implications during reasoning
i.Taxonomies record “Kind-of” relationships;
ii.Partonomies record “Part-of” relationships
iii. These are not distinguished by SKOS: “Narrower-than” relationships

www.minervaintelligence.com

INSPIRE & AI

* As opposed to simply

specifying which tables or
columns they can be
stored in, as done by
database schema and
constraints

4 June, 2020
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Some Definitions

Artificial Intelligence
•

the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior

Intelligence
•

the ability to learn or understand, and apply knowledge

Knowledge
•

the fact or condition of being aware of something and/or its meaning

Meaning
•

what is represented by a word, text, concept, or action

Semantics
•

the study of meaning

Language
•

a systematic means of communicating by the use of standardised signs, sounds, gestures, or words having
understood meanings

CONCLUSION: Artificial Intelligence needs Language to
communicate with Human Beings.
www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Linguistics is the Study of Language

Major Levels of Linguistics1

Linguistic Levels relevant to this Webinar
Words (= INSPIRE Code Lists)
•

An example Code List value: “granite”

Phrases and Sentences (SYNTAX)
•

An example sentence describing an INSPIRE map
polygon: “Polygon 1336 has bedrock granite”

Meanings of Phrases & Sentences (SEMANTICS)
•

1Thomas,

James J. & Cook, Kristin A. , ed. (2005) Illuminating the Path: The
Research and Development Agenda for Visual Analytics

An example useful meaning from the above sentence:
“The bedrock in the area of Polygon 1335 has been
determined, and it has been shown to be an igneous
rock (not a sedimentary rock).”

PRAGMATICS is the branch of linguistics concerned with the relationship of
sentences to the environment in which they occur and will not be addressed
today.

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: UML to OWL Ontologies; RDB tables to RDF Graphs (Semantic Networks)
Cognitive AI applications use Ontologies in place of UML specifications, and Semantic Networks (graphs, usually RDF)
instead of relational databases to store instance descriptions. Translation tools and workflows are readily available.

www.minervaintelligence.com

INSPIRE & AI

4 June, 2020
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INSPIRE & AI | INTRODUCTION: Learned Knowledge (Human, Machine, or combined) depends on Semantics

CONCLUSIONS & ADVICE
with Explanation

Hybrid Systems Combine Human and
Machine-learned Knowledge

“Although there could be a push towards the use of
machine learning to carry out geological modelling and
resource estimation in the future, it poses some clear
Logic Programming
risks.
Reasoning with Uncertainty

Firstly, data isn’t necessarily fit for purpose and how will
this be picked up?
Semantics

Terminology

Airborne magnetic survey
imagery as raster imagery

Secondly, there’s the issue of dataOntologies
bias. The need for the
Semantic
Networks
expert who understands the
data chain
and decision
making processes from early data acquisition through to
Semantic integral.*”
interpretation remains
Alignment

Labels

More sophisticated machine
learning algorithms can label
our lines and polygons with
terms which contribute to
more accurate reasoning

Signal to Symbol Transformation (a
perception challenge effectively
addressed by machine learning,
can convert raster imagery to
vector objects (lines and polygons)
we can reason about.

“Lineament”
“Fault”
“Mag High”

21
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Human to Human Communication – becoming more challenging as we specialise

In the Mining Industry

In Industry in General

“What is new, however, is the holistic view where
geologists, mining engineers, and metallurgists share
the responsibility for profitable operation of the mine
and communicate across the boundaries of what were
traditional data silos (i.e., geologists, geostatisticians,
mining engineers, and metallurgists historically did not
share a common technical language and received no
training in their degree programs on what the other
groups need to know to optimize a mining operation).”

www.minervaintelligence.com

The DIKW Model*
* Zins C (2007) Conceptual approaches for defining data, information, and
knowledge. J Am Soc Inform Sci Technol 58(4):479–493
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS Computer to Computer Communication

The Semantic Stack

The Semantic Web provides a common framework
that allows data to be shared and reused across
application, enterprise, and community boundaries.
The term was coined by Tim Berners-Lee for a web
of data that can be processed by machines — that is,
one in which much of the meaning is machinereadable.
The Semantic Stack illustrates the architecture of
the Semantic Web.
Cognitive AI systems use all levels of this Semantic
Web Stack, with qualifications for Cryptography and
Trust. The qualifications are:

Tim Berners-Lee

GLOBAL STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

The Semantic Web

Cryptography: May or may not be necessary,
depending on the application.

DATA

Trust: May be engendered by referencing and
ensuring traceability of every fact or algorithm used
in the reasoning workflow.

www.minervaintelligence.com
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Human <-> Computer Communication

What taxonomies (terminology) should we “train”
our computers to use so that they can explain what
they find or recommend, and why they
recommend it?

The Semantic Stack
GLOBAL STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS

DATA
We make use of many other taxonomies to describe concepts and objects relevant to INSPIRE.

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Words describing map features can be used in logical reasoning
If Polygon 1331
has Slope2 = “Very Steep3”
has Road Cutting2 = “Yes3”
has Current Rainfall2 = “Very Heavy3”
Then
Current Rockfall Hazard2 =
“Very High3”
For computers to be able to reason as shown
above, the words describing the object of
interest1, its properties2, and their values3, as
well as the relationships between them, all
have to be accurately defined in a system
commonly known as an ONTOLOGY.
See Chapter 5: “Propositions and Inference”
https://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.Ch5.html
in Artificial Intelligence: Foundations of Computational Agents,
second edition, Cambridge University Press 2017

Screenshot from video at: https://minervaintelligence.com/natural-hazards/

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Ontologies specify how words in data sets can be used during reasoning
Terms from a Code List
An Ontology Editor here are used to describe the mineral deposit here

A Semantic Network

See Chapter 14: “Ontologies and Knowledge-Based Systems”
https://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.Ch14.html
in Artificial Intelligence: Foundations of Computational Agents,
second edition, Cambridge University Press 2017

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: Ontologies are built from Taxonomies and Partonomies
Taxonomy (Aristotelian definition):
Classification by the “Kind-Of” relationship

Partonomy (also called “Meronomy”):
The Specification of “Part-Of” relationships

See sidebar on “Aristotelian Taxonomies”
in Chapter 14: “Ontologies and Knowledge-Based Systems”
https://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.Ch14.html
in Artificial Intelligence: Foundations of Computational Agents,
second edition, Cambridge University Press 2017

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS: SKOS does not distinguish between “kind of” and “part of”

SKOS1 (Simple Knowledge Organization System)

is a popular collection of specifications and standards to support the use of knowledge
organization systems such as thesauri, classification schemes, subject heading systems and
taxonomies within the framework of the Semantic Web.

Propagation of
property (Mo) because
of Part-Of relationships
1See

Simplified semantic network description of a mineral deposit

https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/intro

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | AI and SEMANTICS:

Tools for Semantics-based AI in the Any Industry

… and how they fit into the
Semantic Web …

ONTOLOGY
EDITOR

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS
1. The INSPIRE Standards
i.
ii.
iii.

Cover 34 mapping themes of broad societal importance
They are enshrined in the law at an unprecedented scale
A “Fraud in Mining” example of legislated semantics

2. INSPIRE UML Diagrams & Code Lists provide the Semantics necessary for AI Applications
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

INSPIRE UML Diagrams provide SYNTAX and SEMANTICS of the themes they cover
INSPIRE UML Diagrams can be transformed into Ontologies
INSPIRE Code Lists provide additional essential semantics
Taxonomic Code Lists which are “Aristotle-compliant”
Taxonomic Code Lists which are not “Aristotle-compliant”
These Code Lists provide a foundation for AI reasoning across science and the law

3. INSPIRE’s Eco-System for managing Semantics
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The INSPIRE Knowledge base
INSPIRE Theme Curators
Re3gistry
VocBench3

4. Specialist Taxonomy Editing
i.

The Aristotelian Class Editor (ACE) for managing Code Lists which should be taxonomies

www.minervaintelligence.com

INSPIRE & AI
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS The INSPIRE Standards cover 34 themes of broad societal importance

This scale of legislated semantic
standards is unprecedented

The INSPIRE
Directive governs
the mandatory
standardization of
the terminology
within 34 mapping
layers in the 28
countries of the
European Union.
OneGeology.Org led development of the INSPIRE
Geology standard through its GeoSciML standard

• https://inspire.ec.europa.eu
www.minervaintelligence.com
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BIG DATA, AI and SEMANTICS in MINING | Instrument 43-101 and Explainable AI

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

INSPIRE UML Diagrams provide SYNTAX and SEMANTICS

Part-Of
relationship

Kind-Of relationship

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

INSPIRE UML Diagrams can be transformed into Ontologies

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

Code Lists

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

A Code List which is a True “Aristotelian” Taxonomy

See https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/ge

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

Land Use: A Code List which is not an “Aristotelian” Taxonomy
Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System (HILUCS)

Farming Infrastructure is not a
kind of agriculture.
This taxonomy cannot be used
for logical reasoning in an AI
application.

See https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/lu

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

Code Lists provide a foundation for AI reasoning across science and the law

The European Commission’s
ontologically-based 2013 – 2015

project has led to the
semantically-driven EuroCases
commercial SaaS product

EuroCases is a unique multilingual legal
informational service, providing online access to
case law of the leading jurisdictions in Europe
related to the application of European Union law.

See https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/ge

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS: INSPIRE’s Eco-System for managing Semantics

These facilities/services are all necessary for large-scale deployment of Cognitive AI.

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS: INSPIRE’s Eco-System for managing Semantics

Theme Community Management

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

: INSPIRE’s Eco-System for managing Semantics

Theme Curator

See https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/forum/groups/profile/131/earth-science

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

: INSPIRE’s Eco-System for managing Semantics
The INSPIRE registry provides a central access point to a number of centrally
managed INSPIRE registers. The content of these registers are based on the
INSPIRE Directive, Implementing Rules and Technical Guidelines.

Developers who need to create
extensions to the INSPIRE standards
need to make those extensions
public, and register the extensions
in an INSPIRE Registry - instances of
which may be created by the
developer.

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

Ontology Editing
The European Commission has funded the
development of the VocBench Ontology
Editor1.
There are a number of others to choose
from, such as the open source Protégé
Ontology Editor2, and TopQuadrant’s EDG
Ontology Editor3 – both of which are used
by Minerva.

1See

http://vocbench.uniroma2.it/
https://protege.stanford.edu/
3See https://www.topquadrant.com/products/topbraid-enterprise-data-governance/
2See

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE SEMANTICS:

Specialist Taxonomy Editing

The Aristotelian Class Editor (ACE) for managing Code Lists which should be taxonomies
ACE is a tool that enables domain experts to
design logically consistent taxonomies.
Each term is described by its properties and
their values. Using this information for all the
terms in the taxonomy ACE is able to infer all
hierarchical (parent-child) relationships existing
in the taxonomy.
ACE is much easier to use than a conventional
Ontology Editor.
A presentation and mini-tutorial on ACE was
presented by Jake McGregor yesterday, a video
recording of which will be available at the end of
the conference.

See https://minervaintelligence.com/ace/

www.minervaintelligence.com

See sidebar on “Aristotelian Taxonomies”
in Chapter 14: “Ontologies and Knowledge-Based Systems”
https://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.Ch14.html
in Artificial Intelligence: Foundations of Computational Agents,
second edition, Cambridge University Press 2017

INSPIRE & AI
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE AND AI
1. Facts
i.
ii.
iii.

Standards are required for interoperable data and knowledge (scientific, legal and social)
Interoperable data and knowledge are required to build scalable AI applications
The semantics of data used in AI need to be made clear for AI output to be explainable

2. Vision
i.

Leverage the considerable INSPIRE standards infrastructure to provide the globally-scalable AI applications of the future

3. Implementing AI applications based on INSPIRE
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Identify problems that need solving
Identify tools and a team structure to solve them
Populate the team
Establish the semantics of the problem
a.
Use INSPIRE Knowledge Models and Code Lists where possible
b.
Create and register extensions when they are needed
c.
Engage with the Theme Curators regarding possible revision of Data/Knowledge Models and Code Lists
Deliver results that solve the problem (at the same time rewarding compliance with INSPIRE)

4. INSPIRE as a framework for AI applications: a landslide example
•

Presented by:

Dr. Gio Roberti, Section Head, Natural Hazards, Minerva Intelligence Inc.

5. INSPIRE and the Development of Global Geoscience Interoperability
•

Presented by:

Matt Harrison, Director of Data, Services and Computational Infrastructure, BRGM

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE and AI: Identify problems that need solving

Where are the mineral deposits?

www.minervaintelligence.com

Where are the landslide hazards?

INSPIRE & AI
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE and AI: Identify tools and a team structure to solve them

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE & AI | INSPIRE AND AI
1. Facts
i.
ii.
iii.

Standards are required for interoperable data and knowledge (scientific, legal and social)
Interoperable data and knowledge are required to build scalable AI applications
The semantics of data used in AI need to be made clear for AI output to be explainable

2. Vision
i.

Leverage the considerable INSPIRE standards infrastructure to provide the globally-scalable AI applications of the future

3. Implementing AI applications based on INSPIRE
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Identify problems that need solving
Identify tools and a team structure to solve them
Populate the team
Establish the semantics of the problem
a.
Use INSPIRE Knowledge Models and Code Lists where possible
b.
Create and register extensions when they are needed
c.
Engage with the Theme Curators regarding possible revision of Data/Knowledge Models and Code Lists
Deliver results that solve the problem (at the same time rewarding compliance with INSPIRE)

4. INSPIRE as a framework for AI applications: a landslide example
•

Presented by:

Dr. Gio Roberti, Section Head, Natural Hazards, Minerva Intelligence Inc.

5. INSPIRE and the Development of Global Geoscience Interoperability
•

Presented by:

Matt Harrison, Director of Data, Services and Computational Infrastructure, BRGM

www.minervaintelligence.com
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BIG DATA, AI and SEMANTICS in MINING | TARGET Prize-Winner in Europe when applied to Landslide Hazard Mapping

www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Why Cognitive AI for Landslides?

WHY COGNITIVE AI FOR
LANDSLIDES?

Italy, November 2019

•

People from different industries

•

Different vocabulary and standards

•

Data-starved environment

•

Decision relies on expert judgment

Photo Credit: Vigili del Fuoco

www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Why Cognitive AI for Landslides?
So how do we bridge the semantic gap?
How do we put domain experts into the computer?

WITH STANDARDS AND COGNITIVE AI!
www.minervaintelligence.com

3

GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Cognitive AI: Ontologies and Standards

A Simplified Taxonomy

A Simplified Ontology
1

Conceptual
models
of
Terrace
different
landslide
types

Colluvium

Erosional
Process

Area
Moderately
Steep

INSPIRE Standards
http://minerva.codes

www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Cognitive AI: Models vs. Instances
Our software mimics human expert reasoning, making qualitative
predictions based on comparisons between entities.

Comparison between semantic networks
www.minervaintelligence.com

5

GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI

INSPIRE

| The INSPIRE Directive

Implementation
deadline 2021

Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the
European Community
https://youtu.be/xew6qI-6wNk

www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | INSPIRE Extension for this project

• Schema
• Natural Risk Zones

https://github.com/minervai
ntelligence/INSPIRE-NZSusceptibility
www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | INSPIRE code list extension for this project

• Code list

Aristotelian Class Editor
https://ace.minervaintelligence.com/

http://minerva.codes/registry
www.minervaintelligence.com
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GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Data transformation
The INSPIRE data structure and code list vocabularies simplifies and expedites pre-processing of data.

Standard Workflow: Variable and Time Consuming

.shp
.csv

SEMANTICS

.pdf

INSPIRE workflow: Streamlined

.gml!
.wfs!

SEMANTICS

9

GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | Data transformation

Hale Studio
https://www.wetransform.to/products/halestudio/
To align input and output datasets to INSPIRE

Hale Connect
https://www.wetransform.to/products/haleconnect/
To serve INSPIRE dataset map services

GAIA NATURAL HAZARDS AI | GAIA Landslide Webmap
TYPICAL USE CASES

• Emergency management
• Land planning
v

• Insurance
• Linear infrastructure
• Consulting

https://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/nhess-2020-134/
www.minervaintelligence.com
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Gio Roberti

Webinar videos:

Head of Natural Hazards
Section

https://youtu.be/iAFSoWVoJj0
https://youtu.be/W4pJiMW5Tp
Q

groberti@minervaintelligence
.com

www.minervaintelligence.com
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INSPIRE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL
GEOSCIENCE INTEROPERABILITY
4 JUNE 2020
Matt Harrison Directeur du Données, Services et Infrastructure Numérique
Director of Data, Services and Computational Infrastructure

A complex landscape of organizations, projects, infrastructures related to standards…

GeoScience DWG

Earth, Space, and Environmental Sciences
Interest Group

and much more…

1 - GeoScience DWG
•

The joint Domain Working
group (DWG) between OGC
and CGI-IUGS

•

Officially created in
September 2017

•

One goal: leveraging
geoscience data
interoperability

OGC

®
Copyright © 2019 Open Geospatial Consortium

The Open Geospatial Consortium
Not-for-profit, international voluntary consensus standards
organization; leading development of geospatial standards
• Founded in 1994
University
20%

• 525+ member organizations
• 48 standards
• 85+ interoperability initiatives
• Thousands of implementations
• Broad user community
implementation worldwide

Research
6%
NGO
8%
Government
27%

Commercial
39%

South
America
3

Africa
4

North
America
182

• Alliances and collaborative activities
with ISO and many other SDO’s

OGC

Europe
209
Middle
East
34

®
Copyright © 2016 Open Geospatial Consortium

Asia
Pacific
86

Membership

501

480 members in 81 countries

IUGS/CGI Ad hoc Review – London
Monday 14 October 2019

The standard pile

IUGS/CGI Ad hoc Review – London
Monday 14 October 2019

semantic

Harmonised vocabularies

schematic

Data Structure (GeoSciML, Obs.&
Measurements)

syntax

Data Language (GML, XML)

systems

Data Services (WFS, WMS, WCS)

2 - GeoSciML
• https://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geosciml
• Version : 4.1
• Tentative work towards : GeoSciML ontology
– NR-CAN, BRGM, AZGS
– See https://github.com/opengeospatial/GeoSciML

• Related to UML to OWL ad’hoc meeting held in Orléans parallel to
march 2018 TC
– Formalised: in OGC ELFIE engineering report Annex A
– https://github.com/opengeospatial/ELFIE/blob/master/er/annex-a.adoc

OGC

®
Copyright © 2019 Open Geospatial Consortium

EarthResourceML(ERML) Standards Working Group
•

uptake of the ERML data standard in national and provincial Geological
Surveys (Australia - Europe), mainly through its adoption by data sharing
communities such as AuScope, INSPIRE/Minerals4EU and EGDI

•

next versions (ERML v.3 and ERML Lite v.2) of both model published at the
RFG2018 meeting

IUGS/CGI Ad hoc Review – London
IUGS EC Meeting – Potsdam
Monday 14 October 2019

February 2018

3- GroundWaterML2
• Not IUGS-CGI but OGC and domain related, worth mentioning it
• https://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gwml2
• Version : 2.2
– 2.3 ready for OGC TC approval

• Core features of interest
– Hydrogeological features
– Borehole logs considered as Observations (as opposed to MappedFeatures
in GeoSciML)
• Revised in 2.3 for less verbosity in data exchange

– And others : flow features, …

OGC

®
Copyright © 2019 Open Geospatial Consortium

4 - Borehole IE
•

Borehole Interoperability Experiment targeting a common Borehole conceptual
model

•

Done:
Kick-off in June 2018
– Definition of use cases: position along borehole, geotechnics, from raw data to interpretation, hydrogeologic
boreholes, oil & gas …
– 1st consolidated needs for vocab: https://github.com/opengeospatial/boreholeie/tree/master/Vocabulary
– BhML (name of the conceptual model) initialized : https://github.com/opengeospatial/boreholeie/wiki/BhML
–

• Now:
– Challenging BhML VS the consolidated needs for vocab
– Defining a pattern to position elements along the trajectory (observation, construction, …)

OGC

®
Copyright © 2019 Open Geospatial Consortium

All of this is underpinning the maintenance and development of the INSPIRE infrastructure

and much more…

Providing geoscience data globally

an international platform of
geological surveys
a flagship project for
standards testing and
implementation

2020 : 189 member organisations
70+ serving data from 121 countries

Providing geoscience data globally

Providing geoscience data globally

Providing geoscience data globally

Technical principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Based on interoperability principles (GeoSciML)
Data on distributed servers and sent directly to web client
Participants deliver map data through a standard OGC web service (WMS /
WFS)
Cookbooks, online help and buddy system so all nations can serve their data
The list of metadata of maps/services is collected into a catalogue of services
managed “centrally”
The portal can display / aggregate all the maps

Providing geoscience data globally

LOOP 3D Implicit Modelling Project

Loop - WP2 // Geological Event Manager
: an new open-source software for 3D Geological & Geophysical Modelling and Simulations
Work package 2: Geological Event Manager (GEM)
• development of methods to mathematically encode knowledge of
temporal and spatial relationships of geological features. The GEM
will capture and encode all the possible geological process based
events that appear in a geological history. This has implications on
the topology (mutual relationships of multiple geological objects) of
the models which is dependent on the relative timing of the
geological events.
• Sets the rules for the “forward structural modelling engine”. The
GEM will also captures inherent uncertainty associated with data
and observations.

GEM: graph representation of model legend based
on geological history

knowledge

Map2model: ArcGIS plugin to extraxct topological relationship
automatically from maps

17

Loop - WP5 // Geophysical Inversions and Modelling
: an new open-source software for 3D Geological & Geophysical Modelling and Simulations
Work package 5: Uncertainty Analysis and Automatic Model Classification:
Geophysical inversions will be used to both provide key inputs to the
modelling, and falsify model classes. The research in geophysical modelling
will build on recent method utilising lithological uncertainty as an inference
for petrophysical property during joint magnetic-gravity inversions.

knowledge

2D Geophysical Inversions

Probability density functions for
multiple petrophyical properties
per lithology. Lithologies are also
defined throughout the model
with a PDF for each voxel.

Giraud et al., 2017 - Geophysics

18

Geoscience Australia – Applications of Vocabs and Ontologies
•

GeosciML – vocabularies services maintained on behalf
of GGIC by Geoscience Australia

•

AusGIN Geoscience Portal a inter-jurisdiction
collaboration for standards based integration

•

Data services embedding and delivering machine
actionable standards information inc. vocabulary content
•

CGI standards GeoSciML, EarthResourceML and
CGI vocabularies to

•

Boreholes, mineral occurrences and mines via
standard web services

•

8 distributed jurisdictions

Geoscience Australia – Applications of Vocabs and Ontologies
•

•

Cross-government support for diverse domains
•

e.g. Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping (ICSM)
ontology and vocabularies for place names

•

Research Vocabularies Australia – publishing service

•

Australian Government Linked Data Working Group – governance and
identifier services

https://www.linked.data.gov.au/

Loop project - technology and frameworks for knowledge graphs
•

Rich knowledge structures (ontologies) to support machine processing

•

Geologic Knowledge Manager – validating and inferring knowledge for
3D geologic models

•

Semantic tools and graph database technologies

https://vocabs.ands.org.au/

https://loop3d.org/

Providing geoscience data globally

Geoscience Big Data

Providing geoscience data globally

Geoscience Big Data

Providing geoscience data globally

Providing geoscience data globally

MINND GEOTECH: THE PEOPLE
›

›

25

About 30 people from 13 organizations
 Research / Public organisation

 Owners

 Engineering

 Constructors

Fundings
 In-kind: 200 KE
 Cash (MINnD membership money back): 50KE

06/04/2020

IDBE Geotech report

THE BEIJING BSI SUMMIT DEMO

26
Using

All data from

protocols set by

Advanced infrastructure and geotechnical data access
from a 3D CAD/BIM compliant viewer
Context: Rehabilitation of river structures
Localisation: Tokyo, Japan
① Factual data
・ Terrain surface
・ Boring data
Land model
Borehole

06/04/2020

IDBE Geotech report

by

② Interpretation model
③ Infrastructure model
・ Geology Category Surface/Solid
・ Sluiceways and sluice pipes
・ Top surface of the support layer
・ Groundwater surface
Structure model
Solid model
・ Soil classification voxel
・ N-valued voxel

MAIN FEATURES + DEFINITIONS
To be provided with « Observations » API
(SOS, SensorThingsAPI)

To be provided with « Features » API (WFS)
Main observation supports
Borehole

Sensor / Device

Sample

GeoSciML (EPOS)

Raw data and « direct » interpretation

GeoSciML

Inspire EMF

(Raw)
O&M
Interpretation

Natural objects representations and models
ShearDisplacement
GeotechUnit
GeologicUnit
Structure
GeoSciML (EPOS)

HydroGeoUnit

GeoSciML (GeoERA)

GroundWaterML2

Contact

WaterBody

Model

WaterML2

IFC ?

Tunnel element 2
IFC ?

Interpretation

Uncertainty

O&M + appropriate semantics

EPOS

Built or to be built objects
Tunnel element 1

O&M + appropriate semantics

Parameters (properties of modeled objects)

GeoSciML

GroundWaterML2

Interpretation

Interpretation

GeoSciML (IDBE Geotech)

Void

(Raw)
O&M

(Raw)
O&M

Tunnel element 3
IFC ?

Sizing + construction methods
Recommendat
Risks
ion
O&M + appropriate semantics

INTERPRETATION

RECO

foi

Sensor
relatedFeature

foi

relatedObs
(Raw)
Interpretation
relatedObs
O&M(Raw)
O&M(Raw)
relatedObs
O&M

foi
foi

Borehole

relatedObs

(Raw)
O&M

relatedObs

foi

Interpretation
Interpretation
relatedObs

relatedObs

Interpretation
relatedObs

foi

(Raw)
O&M

foi

(Raw)
O&M

relatedObs

relatedObs
relatedObs

Interpretation

Modeled
object

foi

Interpretation

relatedObs

Interpretation
Interpretation

Interpretation
(RISK)

foi

hasModeledObject

relatedObs

Model

Interpretation

relatedObs
relatedObs

relatedObs

Interpretation
relatedObs

Sample

(Raw)
O&M

Interpretation

relatedObs

(Raw)
O&M

foi

relatedFeature

foi

relatedObs

foi

(Raw)
O&M

Interpretation
(RISK)

relatedObs

Interpretation
(RISK)

THE OSLO BSI SUMMIT DEMO PROJECT
Risks
Recommendat
ion

Tunnel element
(ex: Span unit)
Uncertainty

Interpretation
GeologicUnit

Interpretation
Interpretation
Interpretation

Sample
isSampleFrom
Model

Borehole

(Raw)
O&M
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GeoSciML for geological maps of the planets

Workshop planetary mapping
•Angelo Pio Rossi, Jacobs University Bremen
•Matteo Massironi, Padova University
•Chiara Marmo, GEOPS, Paris Sud
•Stephane Erard, LESIA, Obs. Paris
IUGS/CGI Ad hoc Review – London
Monday 14 October 2019

INSPIRE & AI |

Questions and
Conclusion
(Smyth)
www.minervaintelligence.com
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301 - 850 West Hastings St.
Vancouver, BC Canada V6C 1E1

+1 604 620-1051
www.minervaintelligence.com
info@minervaintelligence.com

Thank you

